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iii  ABSTRACT As science continues to dive into subjects that may conflict with the ideology and moral values of American citizens, it is critical that science filmmakers begin to engage with these topics as social issues, rather than as purely scientific topics.  Some science filmmakers have taken this approach, and address cultural and moral values in their film, however, this is typically done through an intuitive approach, which often leaves the filmmaker "preaching to the choir" and maybe even escalating the political polarization of the science topic.  In order to create more effective science films about "controversial" topics, filmmakers need to inform their film through the social science field called science of science communication.  Doing so will give the filmmaker a better chance of lessening the controversy over the science, thereby allowing our country a better chance of coming together to solve tough social issues, by seeing science as an ally to guide our decisions rather than as an enemy.    



1  INTRODUCTION  As a scientist and science filmmaker I have been amused, frustrated, and confused by much of the “anti-science” rhetoric in our country.  How can people really believe the earth is only 6,000 years old and how can people deny the climate is warming, when there is such strong scientific evidence to the contrary?  The popular science journalist Chris Mooney has published several books on the topic, including “The Republican War on Science” and “The Republican Brain: The Science of Why they Deny Science.” In these books he promotes the idea that those on the political right are increasingly becoming more anti-science and that the way their brain is wired, is partly to blame. It has become popular in the United States for those with a proclivity to science, not only Chris Mooney, but a majority of scientists and science communicators, to become caught up in the idea that the United States is moving more and more towards a country of anti-science.  Its easy to see how this belief is fueled, given the political controversy over certain science topics such as climate change, vaccines, evolution, food biotechnology, stem cell research, and nuclear power.  But is this really what is happening? What is the root cause of this controversy over certain science facts?  Understanding the root cause of science controversy in the US is critical to being able to communicate it more effectively and in ways that may lessen the partisan divide on certain science topics, rather than create or reinforce it.   



2  As science continues to dive into issues like climate change, nanotechnology, food biotechnology, and regenerative medicine, the lines between science, politics, and society are becoming increasingly blurred.  Consequently, it is naïve for scientists and science communicators to expect the public to easily embrace scientific facts that directly conflict with people’s ideology and moral values. As a result, communicating certain science topics to society requires a more complex strategy than the typical method most science communicator’s embrace, which focuses on presenting scientific facts through an engaging narrative.  Rather, certain science topics would be better approached if the communicator engaged with them as a social issue, rather than as purely a scientific one.  As a result science communicators need to begin consulting research within the social sciences to better present the information they are trying to convey to the public in an effort to minimize science rejection and polarization of the topic.   Of all the scientific fields currently under attack in the United States, climate change is probably the most significant, however it is certainly not the first scientific topic to raise concerns among the general public.  Back in the late 1970s and early 1980s nuclear power came under attack by the public and no matter how hard scientists tried to assure the public it was safe, it remained a controversy.  This gave rise to a new field of social science called: the science of science communication, which incorporates research from a large number of fields including risk perception and communication, emotion, social norms, and behavior change (Fischoff, 2011). Dan Kahan, a researcher within this field, advocates for “an approach to science  



3  communication that is genuinely evidence-based from beginning to end” in an effort to minimize political polarization around certain science topics, thereby increasing the chance of acceptance among a larger portion of the population (Kahan, 2014). One popular medium for science communication is film.  Since science is intrinsically linked to cultural and moral values, science filmmakers should consider that they are actually making social documentaries.   Some science topics clearly become more entangled with social and political values than others.  Climate change is a prime example. However, given the fact that a vast number of scientific studies are paid for by tax dollars, even topics seemingly devoid of scientific controversy, such as studying the mechanism of antifreeze proteins in Antarctic fish, are still inherently linked to our social and political system.  If citizens don’t believe the research is a useful way to spend their tax money, public support for science funding could be withdrawn.  Historically, film has been rooted in the humanities.  However, as filmmakers increasingly use film as a platform for social issues and a means of social change, it is essential that the field of film begin to plant stronger roots in the social sciences, so the films that are created can be more effective.   In the past few years I have started to question the effectiveness of a vast number of documentaries and wonder if they actually accomplish what the filmmaker had initially set out to accomplish by making the film.  In my opinion, most science, environmental, and conservation films seem to “preach to the choir.”  Perhaps that was the filmmaker’s original intent, but in conversations with  



4  colleagues it seemed most people had hoped their film would reach a broader audience and perhaps convert those who were not already onboard with a particular issue.  I then began to wonder if “skeptics” or “the unconverted” would even watch a movie about a particular topic they were in opposition to or didn’t care about.  And, if they did, could some of these films actually strengthen the partisan divide over a topic rather than decrease it?  Additionally, if these films didn’t reach a broader audience is there any benefit in “preaching to the choir” or could doing so actually backfire on the filmmaker’s original intent, numbing people out to a particular topic or strengthening the partisan divide?  When searching for research on the social impact of documentaries, I found there hardly is any, which shocked me a bit, but perhaps it shouldn’t have.  As noted by film scholar Brian Winston, “the underlying assumption of most social documentaries-that they shall act as agents of reform and change-is almost never demonstrated (Winston 236).” Nearly every filmmaker I know hopes to make some sort of impact on their audience, yet no one is really asking the question: Did my film accomplish what I wanted it to, and how could I do better next time? This is where the social sciences can strongly benefit filmmaking, in helping a filmmaker to understand what sort of impact their film has made on their audience and to determine whether it effectively accomplished the filmmaker’s initial goals in setting out to make the film.  In this paper I will examine the contribution that the social sciences can make to social documentaries, specifically looking at documentaries about  



5   “controversial” science topics, and will lay out my argument for why science films should be informed from beginning to end through the field of science of science communication. To do this I will start by explaining why the approach most filmmakers take in creating science films about “controversial” topics is misinformed and then discuss ways the social sciences can be used improve the effectiveness of science films.                 



6  THE DEFICIT MODEL   A majority of science communicators fall into the trap of assuming that the controversy over science facts is the result of scientific illiteracy among the public.   It is thought by many that if scientists and science communicators could just give the illiterate public the facts they need in order to understand the science, the public will be more likely to view the science the way scientists do, the conflict over the science would then be resolved, and we could all work together to mitigate problems like climate change since the controversy will be gone.  This is called the “deficit model” where facts are assumed to speak for themselves and the entire public is expected to interpret these facts in the same way.  If this doesn’t work and people remain skeptical of the science, failure in getting the message across is commonly blamed on an “irrational” public, media, or both (Nisbet and Scheufele, 2009).    Just as a majority of science communicators fall into the “deficit model” trap, most science filmmakers do too.  Before beginning work on this paper I did.  As a scientist and science filmmaker the majority of conversations I had with colleagues, about the “anti-science” problem in the US, prior to writing this paper, typically revolved around lamenting an “irrational” public that can’t understand or doesn’t want to believe science.  In my experience at film festivals and in film school no one really questions this assumption, or considers that explaining science to the public might be a bit more complex than just presenting it through an engaging story.  



7  One reason the “deficit model” has become so pervasive is due to the idea that the US has increasingly become more and more “anti-science” over the past few decades.   This view is driven by the idea that there was a point in our past when the public was very supportive of large-scale government investment in science because the public understood and respected science.  This “golden era” of science is often considered to be the decade during the “space race,” between 1957 when Russia launched Sputnik, up until the first US lunar landing in 1969 (Nisbet and Scheufele, 2009).   However, a closer look at the data suggests this “golden era” of science never existed and is in fact a myth.  Science literacy and the respect science commands among the public has remained relatively stable over the decades and is no worse now than it was during the Space Race (Nisbet and Scheufele, 2009).   The National Science Foundation regularly conducts a survey to measure the public’s scientific literacy and perception of science.  Every time the results from this survey come out journalists and the media bemoan the dreadful statistics even though the results have been relatively consistent for more than a decade, with Americans answering approximately 6 out of the 12 basic science questions correctly (Nisbet and Scheufele, 2009). In the 2014 NSF survey Americans stayed true to this general trend, answering 6.5 out of 10 basic science questions correctly. Only 1 in 4 Americans are aware that the earth orbits around the sun, less than half believe in evolution, and a large number of people were unaware that the center of the earth was really hot.  In  



8  comparison to the relatively low understanding of science among the public, the public perception of science is relatively high.  A 2009 survey by the Pew Research Center found that 84% of the US population believes science has a mostly positive effect on society, including 74% of people who scored in the lower third on a quiz measuring scientific literacy.  Additionally, 70% of Americans believe science contributes a lot to society with only members of the military (84%) and teachers (77%) enjoying a higher rate of public admiration (Nisbet and Scheufele, 2009). Incidentally the data related to public scientific literacy and perception during the “space race” is fairly similar to today.  During the “space race” only 1 in 6 people were able to answer 4 basic science questions on a quiz correctly, only 38% knew the moon was smaller than the earth, only 12% understood the scientific method, and the predominate group of people following scientific news consisted mostly of the 10% who had a four-year college degree. And again, although the public understanding of science was low during the space race 90% of people agreed science was a positive force helping to contribute to societal progress, making life healthier and easier (Nisbet and Scheufele, 2009).  Why the gap between scientific literacy and science admiration? There is a lot more affecting the public perception of science than scientific literacy and understanding this is key to producing more effective science films.  As Nisbet and Scheufele point out, “many communication efforts continue to be based on ad-hoc, intuition-driven approaches, paying little attention to several decades of interdisciplinary research on what makes for effective public engagement. Many of  



9  these initiatives start with the false premise that deficits in public knowledge are the central culprit driving societal conflict over science, when in fact, science literacy has only a limited role in shaping public perceptions and decisions (Nisbet and Scheufele, 2009).”   Ideology, partisanship, and religious identity all play a much larger role in influencing the public opinion of science. Additionally, no matter how accurately the science is communicated and understood by the public; values, political context, and trade-offs between costs, benefits, and risks, will always play a role in making policy decisions. “We may be wasting valuable time and resources by focusing our efforts on putting more and more information in front of an unaware public, without first developing a better understanding of how different groups will filter or reinterpret this information when it reaches them, given their personal value system and beliefs (Nisbet and Scheufele, 2009).” More recently Dan Kahan and his Cultural Cognition Project at Yale University have been looking at the cultural influence on people’s views towards controversial science topics. A study designed to examine whether the “deficit model” is responsible for the ongoing climate change debate found that higher scientific literacy is not associated with an increased belief that climate change is a serious threat.  In fact, the opposite was actually found. Increased scientific literacy was associated with a slight decrease in the belief that climate change was a real threat.  This is opposite of what you would expect to find if the “deficit model” were in fact responsible for the climate change controversy (Kahan, 2014).   



10  Considering this research, science filmmakers and communicators, who constantly apply the “deficit model” to their communication efforts, may actually be making the controversy over climate change and other controversial science topics worse and not better.  So, if a lack of information among the public is not the problem, how should science filmmakers communicate controversial science topics in a way that actually lessens the divide, rather than increases it?  In order to understand this, it is first necessary to know why individuals have a hard time accepting facts that conflict with their beliefs.                



11  THE CONTROVERSY OVER POLICY-RELEVANT FACTS   Many studies have shown that when a person is presented with empirical facts that contradict a strongly held belief, they cling to that existing belief even more strongly, and in many cases their incorrect belief is actually strengthened. To give an example, one study found that when people who incorrectly believed weapons of mass destruction were found in Iraq were shown an article correcting that information, they clung to this belief even stronger.  In another study, those who believed George Bush had banned all stem cell research while in office continued to believe this even after being shown an article correcting this misinformation (Nyhan, 2010).  Similarly, Kahan found that research subjects were unable to perform math correctly when the right answer went against their political beliefs.  Additionally, those research subjects with better math skills were even more prone to incorrectly doing the math if it conflicted with a strongly held belief (Kahan, 2013). This research seemed to corroborate with my skepticism of how effective certain documentary films can be, and made me wonder how many films may actually be increasing polarization about a particular topic, rather than lessening it.  Although at the same time, it could also be argued that a climate change skeptic probably wouldn’t choose to watch a climate change film like Inconvenient Truth (2006) or Age of Stupid (2009). If this is indeed the case and skeptics don’t watch these films, then the chances of these films further polarizing the topic of climate  



12  change may be relatively low.  However, it is possible that these films could be creating more political polarization by “preaching to the choir.”  By rallying the “already “converted” and energizing them to take action, it may actually be increasing the political divide.  Activists are never going to get very far unless they learn to widen their base and reach outside their own ideological and cultural group. In an effort to better understand the reason behind the ideological conflict over certain science facts, all of which are typically relevant to policy decisions. Dan Kahan investigated three of the most predominant theories often attributed to this phenomenon.  The “bounded irrationality thesis” as Kahan labels it, is based in psychology and popularized by Dan Kahaneman in his book Thinking, Fast and Slow.  It is typically associated with the “deficit theory,” where the public’s inability to understand scientific fact is thought to make them more likely to misunderstand what scientists are telling them and therefore more vulnerable to believing those who twist the facts in an effort to mislead them for personal advantage (Kahan, 2013).  This theory suggests two modes of information processing. The first is based on a quick, heuristic-driven form of information processing called, “System 1” where people use “short-cuts” in their thinking to come to a conclusion about a particular issue.  An overreliance on “System 1” reasoning is found to often be the root of many   



13  different cognitive biases, influencing people to over estimate some risks and underestimate others, when compared to the best available evidence on a certain  subject.  This happens because when a person engages in “System 1” thinking they have a tendency to focus their attention on emotionally gripping instances of harm and also to give selective attention to evidence that confirms, rather than contradicts moral beliefs.  “System 2” on the other hand is a slower and more deliberative form of thinking that allows one to process information at a much deeper and reflective level.  Of these two types of information processing, “System 1” thinking is often thought to be responsible for the tendency to “selectively credit or discredit information in patterns that gratify one’s political or cultural predispositions (Kahan, 2013)” (Kahan, 2013).  Another theory related to conflict over societal risk is the association between ideology and personality traits, which Kahan calls the “neo-authoritarian personality thesis”.  This is the viewpoint Chris Mooney popularizes in his books as the reason the United States has become so “anti-science.” Through this view it is hypothesized that right-wing ideology is associated with personality traits that include dogmatism, a dislike of complexity, and the need for certainty and closure in arguments.  Those who are disposed to this cognitive style are therefore closed-minded toward empirical evidence that is contradictory to their conservative values or policy preferences.  This theory suggests, that because of the way conservatives process information they will be more prone than liberals to use “System 1” thinking from the “bounded irrationality thesis” (Kahan, 2013). 



14  The third theory, Kahan refers to as the “expressive rationally thesis” is based on identity-protective motivated reasoning.  Motivated reasoning refers to a  person’s tendency to conform their judgment of information to some goal, rather than toward seeking accuracy. Even if individuals are not extremely partisan, their ideological and cultural values are still intertwined with membership in their community or group, which imparts this individual with emotional, psychic, and material support. If a particular position or view on a policy-relevant fact starts to become associated with membership in the individual’s group or community, the possibility of taking a contrary position on the topic can threaten one’s standing within the group (Kahan, 2013).  All three of these theories are supported by empirical evidence, but few studies have looked at how they relate to one another and contribute to political polarization.  In one of Kahan’s studies designed to examine this question, his research results were inconsistent with both the “Bounded irrationality thesis” and the “Neo-authoritarian personality thesis.” Only the theory of “expressive rationality,” based on identity-protective motivated reasoning was upheld (Kahan, 2013).  In regards to the “bounded irrationality thesis,” Kahan’s research found that “System 2” thinking, the thoughtful and deliberative method of thinking was actually associated with an increase in motivated reasoning, rather than “System 1.”  This is opposite of what those who subscribe to this theory assert, as it is commonly suggested that the controversy over policy-relevent facts is a consequence of the  



15  fast, heuristic-driven “System 1” thinking (Kahan, 2013), the type of thinking that is typically associated with the “deficit model”. Additionally, Kahan found no evidence to support the hypothesis that the “neo-authoritarian personality thesis” is responsible for the conflict over policy-relevant facts.  His study found data inconsistent with the hypothesis that conservatism is associated with closed-mindedness and also found that both liberals and conservatives have the same unconscious tendency to fit factual information into their ideological predispositions (Kahan, 2013).  This finding suggests that the “anti-science” movement often attributed to those on the political right, is not a result of conservative’s minds working in a way that makes them closed off to new information.  Overall, this study provides further evidence that the “deficit model” is not responsible for the controversy over certain science facts, nor is the way conservative’s minds work. Rather, the controversy over science facts that are typically associated with policy and risk are a result of identity-protective motivated reasoning.       



16  THE CULTURAL COGNITION THEORY  Dan Kahan refers to identity-protective motivated reasoning, as cultural cognition. Cultural cognition suggests that “individuals will form perceptions of risk that connect them to others who share their cultural values – subjects “worldviews” or preferences for how to organize society or other collective enterprises are characterized along two orthogonal dimensions.  “Individualism-communitarianism” reflects their relative preference for social orderings that treat individuals as responsible for securing the conditions of their own well-being  versus ones that assign such responsibility to the group or collective.  “Hierarchy-egalitarianism” reflects their relative preference for social orderings that are pervaded with rankings that tie authority to social roles versus ones that deny that who can tell what to do can depend on any sort of socially stratified system of classifications (Kahan, 2014).”   Kahan has found that individuals who simultaneously hold both “hierarchical” and “individualistic” worldviews and those who simultaneously hold both “egalitarian” and “communitarian” worldviews tend to hold opposing views on environmental risk, including those associated with climate change, nuclear power, and gun control.  When those with a “hierarchical” and “individualistic” worldview were more scientifically literate it increased their belief that climate change is not a serious threat, while the opposite was found with those who held an “egalitarian” and “communitarian” worldview (Kahan, 2014).   



17  In another study Kahan examined how cultural cognition may be playing a role in the public controversy over policy-relvent facts.   Research subjects were shown pictures and biographies of different scientific “experts,” all of whom had impressive credentials in the fields of nuclear power, climate change, and gun control. The research subjects were then asked to select those researchers whom they deemed as experts on each topic. Kahan found that the research subjects were most likely to agree that a scientist was an expert on one of these topics if the researcher’s views on the topic were consistent with the position that people in their cultural group would take.  For example: Those with an “egalitarian communitarian” worldview were 72% more likely than a “hierarchical individualist” to rank a scientist as an expert if that expert ranked climate change as a high risk issue, while those with a “hierarchical individualist” worldview were 54% more likely than an “egalitarian communitarian” to rank that same scientist as an expert if that expert ranked climate change as a low risk issue (Kahan, 2014). Similarly in another study, both “egalitarian communitarian” and “hierarchical individualist” groups were found to agree that personal observations of weather are a good indicator of whether climate change is occurring, however their perceptions of what the weather actually was, differ depending on the cultural beliefs each group has. Those with an egalitarian disposition remember the weather as being warmer than it actually was, while those with an individualist predisposition remember the weather as being cooler than it actually was (Kahan, 2014). 



18   While it is popular to dismiss climate skeptics as people who are irrational, reject science, or are “members of a benighted ideological or cultural group whose members are uniquely disabled from forming reliable perceptions of what scientific consensus is (Kahan, 2014),” this evidence suggests otherwise.  Neither of the research groups polarized on issues of climate change, gun control, or nuclear power say they don’t believe what scientists believe, but rather each group believes that the position their group supports is consistent with scientific consensus.  In other words, neither group is very good at discerning what scientists believe on these issues since each group is “unconsciously motivated to fit evidence of expert opinion to their cultural predispositions (Kahan, 2014).”   The conflict over climate change is not due to a lack of public rationality, but rather an excess of it. The cultural polarization of climate change is a product of how proficient individuals are at extracting from the science communication environment the information that is most relevant to their own lives.  The consequences of adopting an opinion on climate change that is at odds with an individual’s social group carries far greater consequences than being wrong about the science since taking the wrong position on climate change relative to the person’s social group which they rely upon day after day could result in shunning or maybe even job loss.  As a consequence it is far more rational for an individual to side with the opinion their social group holds than to take an opposing viewpoint and risk social rejection (Kahan, 2014). 



19  As Kahan points out, the conditions that support controversy over scientific fact are rare.  It is not often that facts “amenable to empirical investigation ever become symbols of group identity….In the absence of divisive cultural conflict, citizens of all levels of science comprehension generally form positions consistent with the best available evidence. Moreover there is every reason to believe in such circumstances that those who enjoy higher than average capacities for science comprehension use those capacities to make even better science-informed decisions (Kahan, 2014).”  However, when a fact does become associated with culturally divisive meanings, the pressure to form the same beliefs as the cultural group to which the person belongs, trumps the individual’s incentive “to get the answer right” from an empirical standpoint (Kahan, 2014).  As a result, Kahan’s main interest in cultural cognition is in learning how to rid or prevent facts from becoming symbols of group identity. “We need science communication strategies that make crediting the best available evidence compatible with membership in the diverse cultural groups that comprise our pluralistic liberal society.  If we can rid the science communication environment of the toxic partisan resonances that transform positions on climate change into badges of loyalty to contending factions, then we can be confident that ordinary members of the public, using the normal and normally reliable faculties that they use to discern who knows what about what, will converge on the best available scientific evidence on climate change as they do on the vast run of other questions for which science supplies the best answer (Kahan, 2014).” 



20  This research has far reaching implications for science communication and filmmaking. Namely that in order to reach a broader audience and lessen the scientific “controversy” cultural values need to be considered in the way the information is presented. Often filmmakers do attempt to move past the “deficit model” and bring up cultural and moral values in the film.  However, this is typically done through an intuitive approach, and the filmmaker makes the film based on their cultural values, which by default targets their film’s viewing audience toward the segment of the public that shares their cultural values.  Often this leaves the filmmaker “preaching to the choir.” Yet the hope often is that someone from a different segment of the public will watch it and be converted to their ideals.  If filmmakers want to reach a different segment of the public than the “already converted” and actually attempt to decrease the political polarization of a certain topic, they need to inform their film with the social sciences and speak a different cultural language in their film.           



21  INFORMING FILMS WITH THE SCIENCE OF SCIENCE COMMUNICATION   There is a vast amount of research within the science of science communication field, making it impossible to fully summarize in this paper.  However, as Dan Kahan notes, there are too many suggested communication strategies for all of them to actually work.  In noting this he emphasizes that communication models researchers have developed in controlled settings, don’t necessarily translate in the real world. Kahan therefore heavily advocates for science communicators to take suggestions from researchers in the science of science communication field, and then work with social scientists to collect and analyze data from the impact of their “real world” strategies.  In other words, science filmmakers need to begin conducting impact research on their films to see how effective their films really are.  Kahan states that social scientists would be happy to help science communicators in doing this because it will provide them with a wealth of knowledge on how better to translate controlled communication models into real world communication strategies (Kahan, 2014).   Once the filmmaker and social scientist complete the impact research, Kahan emphasizes that they then need to publish it.  Doing so will allow other filmmakers to access the data so they can use it to better inform their films, thereby developing a wealth of information on how best to communicate science to the public (Kahan, 2014). “The failure to extract and share intelligence latent in doing science communication perpetuates the dissipation of collective knowledge that it is the  



22  primary mission of science communication to staunch (Kahan, 2014).” With that said, I will briefly discuss two of the more important communication models from the science of science communication field, deliberative forums and framing, and discuss how these may be useful to filmmaking.    Deliberative Forums  Nisbet is a strong advocate for a “bottom up” approach to science communication, rather than the traditional “top down” approach, which is based on the “deficit model” and is defined by a one-way transmission of information from the expert to the public.  What does this mean for filmmakers? Since by default, film is a “top down” communication approach, engaging in a one-way transmission of knowledge (Nisbet & Scheufele, 2009).  After the Chernobyl nuclear disaster in 1987 some researchers looked into why English sheep farmers kept challenging the science that the local soil and livestock had been contaminated by nuclear fallout.  Rather than dismissing them as ignorant and incapable of understanding science, Bryan Wynne suggested that their skeptical response to the science was due instead to feelings of distrust and alienation that had been “forged by local history, communication mistakes by scientists, and among farmers, a perceived threat to their way of life (Nisbet and Scheufele, 2009).  The results of this study cumulated with a list of criteria lay public will use to evaluate scientific advice and expertise. In direct response to this study the UK House of Lords published a report in 2000 that began to urge scientists and  



23  science communicators to move away from the one-way transmission of science knowledge and instead begin to move the science communication model into deliberative forums where the public could participate in sharing views about science policy and feel heard by scientists (Nisbet and Scheufele, 2009).  In these deliberative forums, those attending are given background information prior to the event, asked to submit questions that will be discussed at the event, and also to provide their own input on what they think should be done in regards to a specific science policy.  It has been found that these forums allow the participants to feel more confident in their ability to participate in science decisions, perceive scientists as more open to hearing their concerns, and also to become more motivated in getting involved with an issue (Nisbet and Scheufele, 2009).  Some filmmakers have taken to creating panels of experts that come on stage after a screening of their film to answer the audience’s questions. This is a start in trying to take the film from a one-way transmission of information into something that is more back and forth.  Deliberative forums have not been quite as popular in the US like they have in the UK, Europe, and Canada.  However, if a filmmaker is passionate about the particular topic in their film, collaborating with local advocates to turn their film screening into more of a deliberative forum, could prove to be a more effective strategy in reducing polarization over the topic.  The problem with these forums is that their reach is rather small in scale and they are likely to attract only those currently engaged in a particular issue unless vast resources are used in recruiting a more diverse group of participants.  In  



24  addition, Nisbet points out that the Internet has now become a place where “bottom-up” science communication can take place through blogs, online videos, and social media. Through these online forums people frame scientific information in ways that are built on their own personal experience and culture which allows people to talk about a complex science debate in their own terms and to participate in a “bottom-up” framing of issues (Nisbet and Scheufele, 2009).  Although the Internet might be a great place to engage with science communication in a more “bottom-up” strategy there are of course some potential hazards that need to be considered. “When a science subject shifts from its traditional home at science pages to other media beats, new audiences are reached, new interpretations emerge, and new voices gain standing in coverage.  These rival voices strategically frame issues around dimensions that feed on the biases of journalists, commentators, and their respective audiences.  If scientists do not adapt to the rules of an increasingly fragmented media system, shifting from frames that traditionally work at the science beat to new frames that fit at other media outlets with wider audiences, then they risk ceding their important role as communicators (Nisbet and Scheufele, 2009).” It is therefore important that scientists and science communicators become much better at framing their scientific information into ways that appeal to a larger portion of the population.    



25  Framing  Framing is an important aspect to any film.  A frame in “media coverage and policy debates can be thought of as interpretive storylines that set a specific train of thought in motion, communicating why an issue might be a problem or pose a threat, who or what might be responsible for it, and what should be done about it (Nisbet and Scheufele, 2009).”  Framing is an unavoidable part of the communication process.  There is no such thing as unframed information, whether a filmmaker decides upon the frame intentionally or not.  Consequently, it would be wise for a filmmaker to purposefully choose how they wish to frame the information in their film because the frame affects how the audience will make sense and discuss the issue in their film (Scheufele, 1999).  “If individuals are given a potentially risky policy dilemma to consider, the different ways in which the message is presented or framed—apart from the content itself—can result in very different responses, depending on the terminology used to describe the problem or the visual context provided by the message (Nisbet and Scheufele, 2009).”  Framing plays an important role in many risk-related policy debates such as those over climate change or food biotechnology.  Navigating the rocky terrain of such risk-related policy debates requires a “careful understanding of framing as both a cognitive and social process (Nisbet, in press).”  Within our busy lives and a minimal amount of time to process complex information, we rely upon frames to help us make sense of an almost constant bombardment of information that reaches our minds.  When a complex issue within the sciences is framed it provides certain  



26  aspects of the issue greater importance than they would have under a different frame.  Additionally, in order to engage a more diverse audience with a particular science topic it is important for scientists and science communicators to “focus on framing their message in ways that activate participation from wider, more diverse and otherwise inattentive publics, while discovering new media platforms for reaching these nontraditional audiences (Nisbet and Scheufele, 2009).  In order to improve the framing of a film, filmmakers need to consult research in the social sciences while still in the pre-production phase of a film.  It is important for filmmakers to inform the framing of their film with a broad set of cultural and moral values so their film has potential to reach a larger audience. In a similar theory to Kahan’s cultural cognition theory, Jonathan Haidt has identified six moral values that individuals use to make sense of information. Haidt’s theory is perhaps a bit easier to actively use when constructing a frame for a film or in analyzing films, than Kahan’s cultural cognition theory.  The Moral Foundation Theory  Liberals and Conservatives tend to hold different moral views, which is partially responsible for the partisan divide.  Historically liberals have taken more of an optimistic view of human nature and human perfectibility, believing that people should be free to follow their own path of personal development or an “unconstrained vision.” Conservatism on the other hand has historically taken a more pessimistic view of human nature, believing that people are inherently selfish  



27  and imperfectible, believing people need the constraints of authority, institutions, and traditions to live together amicably. This is referred to as a “constrained vision” (Graham, Haidt, and Nosek, 2009).    “Moral systems are interlocking sets of values, practices, institutions, and evolved psychological mechanisms that work together to suppress or regulate selfishness and make social life possible.  Haidt has identified two common types of moral systems, or two ways of suppressing selfishness, which roughly correspond to those proposed by Sowell.  The individualizing approach focuses on suppressing selfishness by protecting individuals directly (often through the legal system) and by teaching individuals to respect other individual’s rights.  This approach considers the individual to be the center of moral value.  The binding approach on the other hand tries to suppress selfishness by binding individuals into roles and duties to constrain their imperfect natures, and by strengthening groups and institutions.  The binding approach considers the group to be the center of moral value (Graham, Haidt, and Nosek, 2009). The individualizing-binding theory does not necessarily correspond to a left-wing versus right-wing distinction for all groups and societies, however in the US the distinction between these two approaches is thought to account for a large part of the variation in moral concerns between the liberal and conservative parties, underlying many of the “culture war” issues. The individualizing-binding theory is the basis for Haidt’s Moral Foundation Theory which identifies 6 different moral foundations which individuals hold and places political ideology, or morality on a  



28  continuum, rather than an “either or” spectrum.  Liberals are only concerned about three of these moral foundations, while conservatives are concerned about all six.    1.  Harm/care: This moral foundation is concerned about caring for and protecting others. This foundation is highly important to both liberals and conservatives.  However, conservatives care about many other moral foundations just as much as this one, so will often sacrifice the Harm/Care foundation to achieve other moral objectives. Additionally, the Harm/Care moral foundation manifests slightly differently in liberals and conservatives.  With liberals it is applies universally with no boundaries, and is triggered by people all over the globe, animals, and the environment.  With conservatives however, this moral is much more bounded and local, triggering only by the suffering of people that belong to their immediate group, such as the country or culture to which they belong. Additionally, for conservatives this moral value is strongly associated with the Loyalty/Betrayal foundation which focuses on loyalty, patriotism, and sacrifice for the group (Haidt 131-134).  2. Liberty/oppression:  This moral foundation is concerned about personal freedom and control by others and is important to both liberals and conservatives, however, it manifests differently in both groups.  For liberals liberty is primarily about protecting the vulnerable any where in the world,  which is why liberals are more concerned with equal rights and opportunities for all. In conservatives, liberty is more about the right to be 



29  left alone, which is why conservatives tend to hate government intervention and international agreements that limit national sovereignty.  Additionally, their concern with liberty is focused more locally, within their group or country, rather than the entire world (Haidt 170-185).  3. Fairness/cheating: The moral foundation is concerned about treating others fairly and upholding justice.  It is about making sure that people get what they deserve and don’t get the things they don’t deserve. It motivates people to work together for the benefit of the group, motivating group members to punish cheaters and free-loaders. Both liberals and conservatives are concerned about this moral foundation, but it is much more important to conservatives.  Liberals will often drop this moral foundation if it conflicts with either the Harm/Care or Liberty/Oppression foundations. Welfare is a great example.  Liberals support welfare even though there are many who cheat the system because the other the 
Harm/Care and Liberty/Oppression foundations are more important to them (Haidt 134-138).   4. Loyalty/betrayal: This moral foundation is concerned about group membership and loyalty to ones’s nation and community.  It is important to  conservatives, but not to liberals.  It impels group members to value loyalty, patriotism, sacrifice, and trustworthiness, and to despise those who betray 



30  the group.  It drives people to be team players and share in group pride (Haidt 138-141).  5. Authority/subversion: This moral foundation is concerned with legitimacy, leadership, and tradition. It is important to conservatives, but not liberals. It helps to maintain social order and creates beneficial relationships through hierarchies, causing people to be aware of and respect rank and title (Haidt 142-146).  6. Sanctity/degradation:  This moral foundation is concerned with purity, sanctity, and contamination.  It is important to conservatives, but not liberals.  Collectively certain objects and ideas have become symbols of sanctity and sacredness, which gives a group a common set of values and beliefs that help the group to work in a cooperative manner. For example, conservatives have accorded sacredness to the American flag, capitalism, stem cells, crosses, marriage, while in contrast they may find homosexuality and socialism disgusting (Haidt 146-153).  Overall, Haidt argues that Republicans typically have an easier time with their messaging than liberals since they have a better grasp of the Moral  Foundations Theory and are able to speak to all six moral foundations, rather than just three, as liberals do.  They are therefore able to reach a broader audience. As a result, he claims liberals have to work harder at understanding conservatives, than conservatives do in understanding liberals (Haidt 170-185). 



31   Nisbet discusses Haidt’s six moral foundations in relation to science communication, suggesting that liberal, environmental, and climate change advocates tend to communicate issues through only three of the moral foundations; the three that are important to them: Harm/care, liberty/oppression, and 

fairness/cheating.  Alternatively, these advocates often fail to even give a moral argument for action.   According to a 2009 Pew poll in the US, only 6% of scientists identify as republican, 55% identify as democrat, and 32% identify as independent. Since the majority of scientists lean far more liberal than conservative it can be suggested that scientists and others who strongly value scientific fields, tend to lean toward the same three moral foundations that liberals care about, neglecting the other three that conservatives also value. When science filmmakers frame their film through only the three moral foundations important to them, they automatically exclude a majority of the US population from their message, creating films that “preach to the choir.”  To gain a larger audience films need to reach across all six of these moral foundations in order to appeal to a more diverse audience with differing social values.    Film Analysis Using the Science of Science Communication   Nisbet uses Haidt’s six moral foundations to critique the climate change film “An Inconvenient Truth” and discuss why this film and many advocates’ attempts at communicating climate change only speak to a minority of our population (Nisbet, 



32  2012).  I will use the moral foundations theory to expand upon Nisbet’s short critique of “An Inconvenient Truth,” and then use it to analyze my thesis film, “Icy Bay.”  Since I am not aware of any film that truly meets the recommendations set forth by the science of science communication, I will then conclude by describing an imaginary climate change film that fully utilizes the social sciences to inform it.   
An Inconvenient Truth 

An Inconvenient Truth (2006) is based on the “deficit model,” as Al Gore tries to push people to accept climate change facts by dramatizing them to his audience.  Al Gore does try to more effectively engage his audience with climate change by framing it through cultural and moral values, however, the way he does it leaves him preaching to a liberal base and no doubt further polarizing the topic of climate change.  It’s a good example of a film that tries to move past the deficit model, realizing moral and cultural values are important to discuss, but fails since the film is based on an intuitive approach, rather than social science. Additionally, Al Gore should not have been the only visible person in this film. Since he is a democrat, he comes from different cultural community, than the majority of skeptics, who lean more conservative.  Following Kahan’s research, this  automatically made Al Gore suspect to mistrust among those not in his cultural group.  To reach a broader audience Al Gore would have been smart to team up with a well-known conservative who is supportive of climate change.  The two of them could have shared the stage together and done a lot to move climate change reform forward. 



33  Al Gore primarily used the moral foundations of harm/care, 
liberty/oppression, and fairness/cheating, appealing more to a liberal base.  The moral foundation of harm/care was evoked, by emphasizing the environmental impacts that climate change will cause, showing images of hurricane devastation and cities underwater.  Although the use of the harm/care moral foundation focused a bit on the impact climate change will have for people, its primary focus was on the environment.  As previously mentioned, conservatives are primarily concerned with harm toward their immediate group.  Evoking this moral foundation by showing environmental impact will not trigger this moral foundation in conservatives like it will in liberals.  To make this film more effective Al Gore should have stuck to emphasizing the effects climate change will have on people, and particularly focus on the effects it will cause toward people at a more local level, by emphasizing the effects climate change will have on US cities.  By focusing more on the problems climate change will post to US citizens and US cities the Loyalty/betrayal foundation would be triggered, which is very important to conservatives. The loyalty/betrayal moral foundation focuses on loyalty, patriotism, and sacrifice for the group.  This moral foundation is triggered when there are perceived threats or challenges to the  group, which in this context would be the threat climate change poses to US citizens and our country.  Additionally, the film has a heavy focus on holding conservatives and industry responsible for the inaction on climate change, triggering the 
liberty/oppression and fairness/cheating moral foundations (Nisbet, 2012).  Both the 



34  moral foundations are important to liberals and conservatives, however pointing a finger at conservatives for being the problem is probably not the best way to trigger this moral foundation in them.  Because of the way these moral foundations were framed they most likely only appealed to liberals, and probably offended many conservatives, further polarizing the topic of climate change.  In a follow up to his film, Al Gore initiated the “We Can Solve It” campaign in 2008, which expanded his message to the loyalty/betrayal moral foundation, focusing the message on National Unity.  However, in 2009 the message shifted again when cap and trade legislation began to be debated.  When this happened Al Gore re-focused his campaign on the economic benefits that cap and trade would provide.  However, he gave no reason for why we should act and or why we have a responsibility to do so, entirely dropping any call to moral action.  Opponents were then able to steam roll him by claiming cap and trade would cost far more than the few economic benefits it would provide (Nisbet, 2012).  I am not trying to suggest that by merely dropping these frames into a film, you will automatically increase your cultural audience.  Doing so in an inauthentic way would most irritate the individuals who hold those cultural values. It needs to  be backed up with substance, like Al Gore sharing the stage in his film with a person from a different cultural group.   
Icy Bay  My film “Icy Bay” is a very different film than “An Inconvenient Truth.” Both are technically climate change films, but “An Inconvenient Truth” takes more of an 



35  advocacy frame.  Icy Bay has a more minor advocacy frame. I only touch on it at the beginning and end of my film, rather than throughout the entire video like Al Gore does.  The primary purpose of “Icy Bay” is to act as an outreach film, serving to educate and convey information to my audience about why the research in the film is important. I therefore chose to relate the topic of glacier loss with sea level rise in order to make it more relevant to the general public.  “Icy Bay” is a great example of a film following the “deficit model,” since it is functioning under the belief that a deficit in the public knowledge is the reason many people are unsupportive of science.  So, like many outreach films, the idea is that if we can make more films to educate people about why science is important, then more people will be supportive of government funded science.   In general “Icy Bay” is a pretty standard documentary. It is very fact based and I made little attempt to appeal to the audience’s cultural and moral values, in large part because there just wasn’t room in this film.  I did take care to frame it in a way that would appeal to a larger viewing audience.  I purposefully left any reference to “human-caused” climate change out of my film so the film could still  potentially appeal to those who believe the planet is warming due to natural processes, rather than human forcing, which according to a recent Pew poll is 18% of the population (Pew, 2014).  I do agree that it is important that we as a society come to an agreement that humans are causing climate change, but that is not what my film is about so I saw no point in culturally alienating some of my potential viewing audience by mentioning it. 



36   Additionally, I purposefully framed the film locally, briefly mentioning how sea level rise will affect the US and US cities. This framing is appealing to both liberals and conservatives, using the harm/care foundation in a way that is appealing to both parties and also evoking the loyalty/betrayal foundation, which is of importance to conservatives.  Climate Change Film  Informed by Social Science What would a climate change film look like that is informed by social science, rather than strictly intuition like most science films?  How could you use social science to inform a climate change film targeting conservatives?  To my knowledge this film does not exist, but it should. To start, the filmmaker needs to consult with and bring a social scientist on board the film production from beginning to end, which will allow the framing of the film to be approached from a more scientific perspective to make it more effective.  Additionally, in the end the social scientist can measure the impact of the film and outreach methods, so the filmmaker knows how successful the film was and which  parts of the film reached their audience more effectively. This research can then be published so other filmmakers can utilize the results in the future to help shape their films. Dan Kahan’s study made it clear that once a belief in policy-relevant facts is turned into a symbol of group identity, an individual will continue to believe the incorrect facts, just to remain in the community for self-preservation purposes.  It 



37  could then be concluded that the only people who can reach these individuals are those already in their own community.   The film therefore needs to prominently feature conservatives who care about climate change and who are easily able to translate the threats of climate change into moral and cultural values that conservatives can relate to, allowing them to evoke all 6 moral foundations in an authentic way. Not only should the film feature conservatives, but it should also be partially produced by conservatives so it can be marketed as a film by conservatives and for conservatives, which I think is the only way you could even hope to get a conservative viewing audience at such a film. GOP member and former member of the House of Representatives, Bob Inglis founded the Energy and Enterprise Initiative with the explicit hope of bringing more conservatives around to the belief that climate change is happening and that it is due to human forcing. Another potential organization to bring on board would be Young Conservatives for Energy Reform, which is actively working to mobilize young conservatives to bring about climate friendly energy reform. Additionally, bringing some climate change advocates from the Christian community, such as evangelical Christian and climate scientist, Katharine Hayhoe to the film would be huge. She is an outspoken climate scientist capable of reaching a Christian and conservative audience since she shares the same cultural and moral values, providing her with credibility within the community. From here the film needs to travel into local conservative and Christian communities around the US in a “deliberative forum” set up.  This makes the film 



38  more than just a one-way flow of information and allows the audience to engage with the issue and have a voice.  In addition, the conservatives and Christians featured in the film, as well as local advocates of climate change, and city officials would be at the forum to actively engage with audience about the topic.  The film and forum can then serve to move the topic of climate change from strictly a “liberal” cause to one that conservatives can care about as well. By having local advocates and city officials at the forum, they can begin to mobilize the community to talk about climate change with one another and also to begin to work together on developing climate change mitigation strategies at a local level.  As Dan Kahan notes, a lot of the influences that trigger cultural cognition and political polarization toward climate change at the National level are minimal or even non-existent at the local level, allowing local communities and cities to more easily come together and begin planning strategies to mitigate climate change (Kahan, 2014).      



39  CONCLUSION    The science of science communication has a lot to offer filmmakers who are producing films about politicized science topics, as well as those science topics that aren’t.  This field alone will certainly not rid science of political polarization, but it can certainly help to minimize controversy, which is a goal all science communicators should be striving for.  In advocating for filmmakers to actively use the social sciences to inform their films I am not suggesting that filmmakers completely abandon the “deficit model,” which would be quite difficult to do given that film lends itself to a one-way transmission model. Creating a more scientific literate country is a worthy goal and there is definitely a niche demand for science films among the public.  Film is a very engaging way to learn about a topic, when compared to a textbook.  However, science filmmakers need to be aware that the public perception of science is far more complicated than just explaining science through an engaging story.  If the filmmaker is attempting to rely on the “deficit model” to try and overcome controversy of scientific fact, they need to know that this probably won’t help much.  Additionally, filmmakers who have attempted to move beyond the “deficit model,” discussing science in terms of cultural and moral values, typically do this through an intuitively based approach, which leaves them “preaching to the choir.”   If on the other hand a filmmaker informs their film through the social sciences they have a much better chance of creating a more effective film, by possibly reaching a broader audience.   



40  Utilizing information from the social sciences to create the film is not enough.  To truly begin to improve the science communication environment, which filmmakers have a big part in, filmmakers need to begin evaluating the impact of their films.  Very little research has been done on this topic, which is unfortunate, because it makes it hard to know how effective science filmmakers are.  If making a climate change film it would be helpful to know how many skeptics, conservatives, liberals, etc. came to watch the film and what sort of impact it had on them. Did it convince more liberals to act? Did it convince some skeptics that climate change is really happening? Which parts of the film resonated with each of these audience members?  Knowing the answers to questions like these can help filmmakers to make more effective films in the future since they will then be able to inform their film using the latest in climate change film research.  Filmmakers are really doing themselves a disservice by not measuring the impact of their films. In response to the lack of research revolving around the impact of documentary films, an organization called the Harmony Institute was founded.  Their primary mission is to evaluate the social impact of films.  A filmmaker can hire them to help measure the impact of their film and design effective outreach strategies.  They also have a new web application coming out in late 2014 called StoryPilot, which will allow users to access a variety of information regarding the social impact of different films. As quoted from their website this application will allow the user to access:  



41  
 Data on a wide variety of impact metrics for individual films, as well as cross-film comparison. 
 Clear visualizations of the conversations surrounding pressing social issues and a film’s place in these dialogues. 
 Advanced mapping of the social and semantic networks connecting films, social platforms, press publications, and political action. 
 Customized projections of the impact footprint of user-uploaded media projects, with extended capabilities available to Pro users. StoryPilot looks like a useful application that could really help filmmakers increase the effectiveness of their film. I sent them an e-mail to ask more questions about the application and to find out what sort of social science theories their application is based on and they never wrote me back.  In perusing their website I see Dan Kahneman’s name mentioned many times, but never Dan Kahan’s, which makes me question which social science they are basing the StoryPilot application on.  This could definitely be a bit of a cause for concern in working with them, but with that aside, it is really exciting to finally see some interest in evaluating the impact films are having on our society and the realization that the social sciences can help improve the effectiveness of documentary films.    Overall, social science offers an exciting new way to inform social documentaries.  Environmental and conservation advocates would benefit from the social sciences just as much as science communicators. Understanding that not  



42  everyone thinks the same way as you or will ever share the same values as yourself is a key realization every communicator needs to have in order to truly be effective.  Screaming the same argument over and over again through the same cultural and moral values is never going to convince opponents to change their views.   It is only when we venture to reach across the aisle, begin to consider the cultural and moral values that are important to our opponents, and reframe the issue in a way our opponent can relate to, that we will ever have any hope of convincing them to work along side us to solve a difficult problem like climate change.                             
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